Smooth Support Vector Regression (SSVR) is new modified edition of traditional support vector regression for better performance. To further improve the modeling capability of SSVR, it is necessary to take into account the feature extraction based on Independent Component Analysis (ICA) before SSVR. Simulation on the example of function approximation shows that the result of SSVR based on ICA feature extraction is better than that of SSVR without ICA preprocess.
Introduction
In the Support Vector Regression (SVR), the input dimensions, noise contained in the samples and multiple correlations among the variables have a great influence on the performance and quality of the modeling [1] [2] . To reduce the complexity of learning problems and improve the generalization ability of the SVR model, it is necessary to carry on feature extraction for sample data before SVR modeling. In the paper, Smooth Support Vector Regression (SSVR) is thought as our research object, and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is introduced to realize the feature extraction before SSVR.
ICA algorithm based on joint diagonalization of characteristic matrix
ICA applies the high order statistic information in feature extraction of the data, and emphasizes the independence between data characteristics [1] . Using ICA to process the original training samples can eliminate high order correlation of the data, remove the redundant features, mapped the input pattern space in the corresponding independent component space [2] . At the same time, because of the high order independence among each independent component, the regression model obtained has the very strong generalization ability.
ICA usually assumes that the observation signal is from the linear mixing by several background source, the processing model is 
Smooth support vector machine for the regression SSVR is a great improvement of the traditional SVR, it can transformed a constrained quadratic optimization problem into an unconstrained convex quadratic optimization problem in SVR algorithm, so as to effectively reduce the training complexity of support vector machine, improve the training speed, decrease the internal memory used. SSVR algorithm not only inherits the excellent generalization ability of SVR algorithm, but also compared with the SVR algorithm has better fitting speed and prediction accuracy. It is very suitable for the modeling problem complicated nonlinear dynamic system [5] [6] .
Suppose that n X R ∈ is the input space, Y R ∈ is the output space. Given the training sample set In the smoothing method, the canonical factor C is transformed into C / 2, and 2 / 2 b is added, which has almost no influence on the solution of the original problem, i.e. 
. . It is easy to see that the formula (8) is an unconstrained convex quadratic optimization problem, having the only solution.
However, the objective function in the formula (8) is not two times differentiable. Therefore, we use a strictly convex and infinitely differentiable smooth function 1 ( , )
ln ( , the formula (3) and (4) type can be written as the following norm form
Integrated structure SSVR based on ICA feature extraction ICA-SSVR is actually a hybrid regression algorithm. Firstly, through ICA method, the original samples are processed by ICA to extract the principal features, and then use the obtained principal features to establish the SSVR model to complete the regression. The structure of realization for ICA-SSVR is shown in Fig. 1. . . . . . . Table 1 shows the comparison of approximation performance between 4 algorithms. Fig.2 and Fig.3 give respectively the approximate effect and error of ICA-SSVR, in Fig.2 , "-" denotes the reference curve,"---" denotes the approximation curve. It's not hard to see, compared with SSVR without ICA preprocess, RBFNN ( RBF neural network), and IAFA-RBFNN (RBFNN based on artificial fish swarm learning algorithm with an adaptive adjustment), SSVR based on ICA feature extraction has a better modeling performance on the accuracy and training speed, it shows that the SSVR modeling technology based on ICA feature extraction can assuredly decrease the system bias brought by the nonlinear characteristics of the system in modeling. This also provide an effective, intelligentized modeling approach for the nonlinear system. 
Conclusions
A hybrid modeling method based on SSVR algorithm and ICA feature extraction is proposed. In the method, ICA method is first used to extract the feature from the original samples, and then for these obtained feature carry out the process of SSVR modeling. The example of function approximation indicates that the hybrid modeling method proposed has a good approximation capability.
